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It contributes to define the image of the 
wine, the company that produces it and 
the enology responsible in the market.

Why?
Good communication is important! 



Communication is important!

Dona Georgina 2005
Producer: Quinta de Lemos
Wine Region: Dão
Price: 100 euros

Barca Velha 2008
Producer: Ferreira

Wine Region: Douro
Price: 600 euros

Two vintages, two great 
wines, two different stories 

– two different prices.

Both had great 
classifications among the 

specialists



Communication is important!

Dona Georgina 2005 is from a small and 
young company: Quinta de Lemos. It 
was one of its first vintages.

The first Barca Velha was from 1952. It’s 
a trade mark from Ferreira, a company 

with a long history, that belongs to 
Sogrape, the biggest portuguese wine 

group.



What is communication? 
What are its objectives?

To communicate is to transmit a message in a way that is
perceived by people (target audience) who receive it, in 
order to make them react in the desired direction. 

In wine companies, 
the main objective is
to sell wines, 
preferably more than
once, because there
are always new
harvests and wines to 
be launched each
year. 



What is communicated in the wine universe?

Trademarks, wine
companies, 

winemakers and
viticologists, 

terroirs, regions
and countries



What to communicate, to always communicate
and never to communicate in the wine world?

What you can and should always communicate in writing or orally:

The company and its people



- The history and good stories of the company and its wines and 
its punctual and generic successes in the market, always thinking 
about what most of the interlocutors want to hear.

- Mainly the stories of the responsible for producing the 
company's wines, owners, other winemakers and vine growers.

- Good stories, but always in small doses, just to help to catch the 
audience's attention:

- Successful creation of new wines, entry into new
markets, positive criticism in magazines of the specialty,
spontaneous reactions of the public, etc.

The company and its people



What you can and should always communicate in writing or orally:

Wines and the production process



Wines and the production process

- The characteristics of the wines and their quality.

- Service temperature, appropriate glasses (if it’s a more 
demanding public), better partnerships with the food.

- Remaining details, such as the way the year passed, the 
vintage, the production process and the stage in bottle are 
generally intended for people who are more interested in 
wine.

(But there may always be one in the middle of the crowd)



What should not be communicated:

Anything that damages the image of the 
company and its wines.

For example, wine pallets 
returned by the distributor 
because of contamination, or 
simply due to poor or 
inconsistent labeling, that 
don’t respect the rules of the 
destination market



What are the communication targets in wine
business?

Partners:
Distributors

Retail, Modern Distribution, Wine Shops and others, and HoReCa
Channel (Hotels, Restaurants, Cafes and similar).



What are the communication targets in wine
business?

The influencers:

Other influencers:

Journalists, critics and sommeliers

Oenophiles/wine lovers 
(bloggers or not)

General public

We are going to talk about the 
last three, those that involve 
direct contact with people.



Moments and methods of communication
in the wine world

Indirect Moments: Advertising and Institutional Communication.

Advertising
It is essentially 

pointed to all targets, 
although it may be 

focused in niches 
through direct 

marketing.



Institutional Communication
It is mainly targeted at specialized journalists, wine critics
and sommeliers linked to social communication. The main
objective is to “keep the flame alive” in their minds and
to appear in the Media. 

It includes:

- Releasing relevant news and images about the wine company, its people and its
wines (ex: launches, prizes in international competitions, presence and/or sponsorship
of events, etc.).

And should include:

- Other relevant information about the wine company and, additionally, its people
and wines

*The impact on the media of those communication actions can be
evaluated through specialist companies.



Moments and methods of communication
in the wine world

Direct moments:

Wine press presentations (to journalists, wine press critics and other 
Media)

These professionals 
have to be treated as 

such. It is very 
important to give 
them the correct 

information as quickly 
and effectively as 

possible, so that they 
can collect it and 

return to work.



So:
- All written supporting materials, including the history and histories of the
company and its people, the wines to be tasted and the respective technical data
sheets, should all be sent to them before/after the meeting.

- The taste must be prepared for the number of people invited, with the wines at
the correct temperature and the appropriate glasses clean, and without smells.

- Never present too many wines. Only those that are important at the moment. For
example, the releases of the year and "little jewels“, that appeal because of their
quality and distinction.

- If the event includes a meal, do not present the wines during it, so that taste notes
can be taken.

- The meal should be planned to be served as soon as possible. You should keep in
mind that guests need to go back to work, especially if it's lunch.



Examples of technical data sheets

With essential information With complete information



Preferably, don´t get together journalists with bloggers and
other amateur audience. That is, do not join professionals
with amateurs, who are there for different reasons (Exception
made if there are budget or other relevant reasons).

Direct moments:

- The first go there essentially to gather information.

- The seconds go mainly because they like wines. They may be genuinely interested 
oenophiles, but like the rest of the public, they have their professions and their 
lives. Sometimes they post photos on facebook or instagram, for example, but only 
to trigger more invitations. Very few communicate effectively with the public.



Direct moments:

Lunch and wine dinners, and similar, for journalists, bloggers and other 
influencers.

All people is important. Then, the
preparation of the meal should be
taken care of, and the duets of
wine and food should be as
balanced as possible.



Of course the main motivation of a lot of the
participants is to taste the wines, and they
expect that the food is at least good. But
there can always be someone like me!

I have participated in 
many fantastic 
lunches/dinners, in terms 
of dishes and wines, 
which were authentic 
disasters in the relation 
of flavors, aromas and 
textures between them, 
because the relationship 
was only imagined, and 
not tasted.

Lunch and wine dinners, and similar, for bloggers and other influencers



Trade shows and other similar wine events

In this type of fairs, all kinds of people 
arise, from the general public, to critics, 
winemakers, sommeliers and above all, 

current and punctual business partners.

Direct moments: 



There are no better people than others

The aspect doesn’t count. A woman or a 
man with earrings and tattoos can hide an 
entrepreneur, looking for different quality 
wines to market in her/his wine shop, or 
distribution company.

In such events, the 
winemaker or any 

representative of a 
company should 

take into account, 
above all, that there 
are no people more 

important than 
others.



If we treat everyone with sympathy, seriousness and clarity, we can 
establish bridges that can last a lifetime. Of course, the quality of 
the wines we place on the market, the service we provide to our 
customers and the support we give them, are essential in the 
relationships between business partners.



Principles of good direct communication

Winemakers must be prepared with all the relevant
information about the wines presented, the harvest
year and the company.

- In this type of event, be it a meeting with the press or 
other, the majority of the public is really interested, and 
have different degrees of knowledge about wines.

- Also participating those who think that know everything 
about the matter, and the people who just go there to eat 
and drink.



For all this, beyond 
knowledge:

- Winemakers should be able to express themselves with simplicity and clarity, 

- Be friendly (a smile opens many more doors than a closed face),

- Have the power to withstand (there are always people who become even 
more irreverent and inappropriate with the drink) and the ability to change the 
course of the conversation to soften the environment

- And be firm in their knowledge and convictions, and flexible in relation to 
what they do not know or know little



These principles can be the 
basis of all contacts with the 

public, when oenology 
professionals represent 

themselves, their company and 
their wines. 

Winemakers must be prepared! 



Main virtues of an oenologist to communicate

Knowledge, humility, ability to listen to others, 
power to withstand, suppleness and good physical 
and oral expressiveness.



Knowledge - The winemaker 
has, above all, to have solid 
knowledge about his wines 
and the way they are 
produced in the company. If 
not, it is better not to establish 
direct contacts with these 
specialized audience targets.

A failure or a bad story can lead people
to lose confidence in the brand or the
company or, at its worst, can result in the
loss of the reputation of the wine and the
company that produces it, which takes a
long time and a lot of money to build.

Main virtues of an oenologist to communicate



Demonstration of 
presumption usually 
generates 
antagonisms. 
The demonstration of 
excess of humility 
generates skepticism.

The oenologist should show confidence in his 
professional and general knowledge. And 
must be humble to listen and learn from 
others. If so, people who are there essentially 
to listen to him, taste his wines and ask 
questions to learn.

Main virtues of an oenologist to communicate



This interest has to be real, because people 
can always ask questions that the oenologist 
must answer.

Ability to listen to others – Interest 
demonstrations generates positive 
effects in the interaction with 
others.

Main virtues of an oenologist to communicate



Suppleness – Even though it is necessary to have high levels of
knowledge about what you do, the company where you work
and the production cycles, hardly anyone has the knowledge
about everything.

Sometimes, as it is commonly said in
football jargon, it is necessary to know
how to "kick to corner". It is an art that
is learned with time, which implies
power to withstand and a great ability
to stay calm and solve problems
efficiently and quickly.

The best way to respond, for example, to
a difficult question, is to show humility,
saying that you do not have all the data
to answer, but you will study it, and then
disclose the answer (You can make the
contact directly).

Main virtues of an oenologist to communicate



Good physical expressiveness - The physical
involvement in what you are saying helps to
involve others in the presentation.
Therefore, it’s preferable to do some theater,
without excesses, of course.

Good oral expression - A bad diction 
does not let us pass, for those who are 
listening, the message we want. In 
addition, it generates the disinterest of 
the audience, as it happens when we 
can’t project the voice.

Main virtues of an oenologist to communicate



Establish and maintain relationships

To establish and maintain a network of contacts
with other specialists, suppliers and clients is
essential in any profession.

The most successful oenologists are those who 
are “real professionals” and also establish a 
network of contacts with journalists of the 
specialty, critics and sommeliers. So, whenever 
some of them ask you, please provide your 
contact phone and e-mail, and ask theirs.

And do not forget to answer when they call! It can be important!
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